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1. Terms of the Proposed Transaction 
1.1 Background  

On 6 August 2010, Olam International Limited (Olam) made a full takeover offer for NZ Farming Systems 

Uruguay Limited (NZFS).  Olam is an existing 18.45% shareholder in NZFS and its offer is for all of the 

shares that it does not already own at a price of NZ$0.55 per share (the Olam Offer).   

Olam has been a substantial security holder in NZFS since it acquired a 14.4% shareholding in 

September 2009 from the Australian based fund manager, Hunter Hall Investment Management, at a 

price of NZ$0.41 per share.  Olam subsequently increased its shareholding to 18.45% through the 

purchase in May 2010 of a 4.05% stake held by Rural Portfolio Investments, which was in receivership, 

also at a price of NZ$0.41 cents per share. 

On 16 August 2010 Union Agriculture Group (UAG) gave notice of intention to make a full takeover offer 

for NZFS at NZ$0.60 per share.  UAG is a Uruguayan-based investor in agriculture, largely owned by 

institutions.  The UAG Offer is conditional upon UAG receiving acceptances to take its shareholding to 

more than 50%.  UAG cannot make its offer until 31 August 2010 at the earliest. 

1.2 Details of the Olam Offer 

The Olam Offer is for all the issued ordinary shares in NZFS that it does not already own.  The Olam Offer 

incorporates the following: 

! an Offer price for each NZFS ordinary share of NZ$0.55; 

! the Olam Offer is conditional on: 

- Olam receiving acceptances from NZFS shareholders in respect of shares that, when taken 

together with shares already held or controlled by Olam, confer on it more than 50% of the 

voting rights in NZFS; 

- Olam obtaining all consents required under New Zealand’s Overseas Investment Act 2005 

(NZOIA) and its Regulations; 

- the NZX 50 Index (Gross) not having closed below 2,537.9 for a period of three or more 

consecutive NZX trading days, during the period from 19 July 2010 up to the date of the Olam 

Offer going unconditional; and 

- other relatively standard conditions for a takeover offer of this nature.  For example, no 

dividends or distributions of any nature may be made by NZFS, and there may be no material 

adverse changes to NZFS’s business and operations. 

Olam has the right to waive all conditions of the offer other than the first two listed above. 

Olam has stated that its offer becomes unconditional without it receiving acceptances to enable it to take 

its shareholding in NZFS to 100%, it will not make a further takeover offer at a price higher than the price 

paid under the Olam Offer. 

The Olam Offer opened for acceptances on 9 August 2010. 

1.3 Arrangements with PGG Wrightson Investments 

Olam has entered into a pre-bid lock-up agreement with PGG Wrightson Investments Limited, a wholly 

owned subsidiary of PGG Wrightson Limited (PGG Wrightson).  For the purposes of this report, PGG 

Wrightson and its wholly owned subsidiaries will be referred to as PGG Wrightson.  Under the lock up 

agreement, PGG Wrightson undertook to irrevocably accept the Olam Offer in respect of its 11.52% 

shareholding in NZFS.  That acceptance of the Olam Offer by PGG Wrightson has now occurred.  Under 

the Takeovers Code, PGG Wrightson and Olam are deemed to be Associates and PGG Wrightson’s 

shares in NZFS would normally be deemed to be controlled by Olam.  However, the terms of the lock-up 
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agreement permit PGG Wrightson to maintain control of the voting rights relating to its NZFS shares up 

until the time that the shares are transferred to Olam.  The lock-up agreement provides for the same 

terms and conditions for PGG Wrightson as contained in the Olam Offer. 

 

PGG Wrightson created NZFS in 2006, when it offered shares to the public through an initial public 

offering.  PGG Wrightson operates NZFS under a Management Contract held by its wholly owned 

subsidiary PGG Wrightson Funds Management Limited (the Management Contract). 

1.4 Requirements of the Takeovers Code 

The Takeovers Code came into effect on 1 July 2001, replacing the New Zealand Stock Exchange Listing 

Rules and the Companies Amendment Act 1963 requirements governing the conduct of company 

takeover activity in New Zealand.  The Takeovers Code seeks to ensure that all shareholders are treated 

equally and on the basis of proper disclosure are able to make informed decisions on shareholding 

transactions that may impact on their own holdings. 

 

NZFS is a Code Company for the purposes of the Takeovers Code.  Rule 6 of the Takeovers Code, the 

fundamental rule, states that a person (along with its associates) who holds or controls: 

! no voting rights, or less than 20% of the voting rights, in a code company may not become the 

holder or controller of an increased percentage of the voting rights in the code company unless, after 

that event, that person and that person's associates hold or control in total not more than 20% of 

the voting rights in the code company; 

! 20% or more of the voting rights in a code company may not become the holder or controller of an 

increased percentage of the voting rights in the code company. 

 

Rule 7 of the Takeovers Code sets out the exceptions to the fundamental rule.  Rule 7 states that a 

person may become the holder or controller of an increased percentage of the voting rights in a code 

company under the following circumstances: 

! by an acquisition under a full offer; 

! by an acquisition under a partial offer; 

! by an acquisition by the person of voting securities in the code company or in any other body 

corporate from one or more other persons if the acquisition has been approved by an ordinary 

resolution of the code company in accordance with the code; 

! by an allotment to the person of voting securities in the code company or in any other body 

corporate if the allotment has been approved by an ordinary resolution of the code company in 

accordance with the code; 

! if: (i) the person holds or controls more than 50%, but less than 90%, of the voting rights in the code  

                                 in the company; and 

            (ii) the resulting percentage held by the person does not exceed by more than five the lowest  

      percentage of the total voting rights in the code company held or controlled by the person in the  

      12-month period ending on, and inclusive of, the date of the increase; 

! if the person already holds or controls 90% or more of the voting rights in the code company. 

 

Olam is making a full offer for all of the shares in NZFS that it does not already own. 
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2. Scope of the Report 
2.1 Purpose of the Report 

The Independent Directors of NZFS have engaged Grant Samuel & Associates Limited (Grant Samuel) 

to prepare an Independent Adviser’s Report to comply with the Takeovers Code in respect of the Olam 

Offer.  Grant Samuel is independent of NZFS and Olam and has no involvement with, or interest in, the 

outcome of the Olam Offer. 

 

Rule 21 of the Takeovers Code requires the Independent Adviser to report on the merits of the Olam 

Offer.  The term “merits” has no definition either in the Takeovers Code itself or in any statute dealing with 

securities or commercial law in New Zealand.  While the Takeovers Code does not prescribe a meaning 

of the term “merit”, it suggests that “merits” include both positives and negatives in respect of a 

transaction. 

 

A copy of this report will accompany the Target Company Statement in relation to the Olam Offer to be 

sent to all NZFS shareholders.  This report is for the benefit of the shareholders of NZFS other than Olam 

and PGG Wrightson.  The report should not be used for any purpose other than as an expression of 

Grant Samuel’s opinion as to the merits of the Olam Offer. 

 

2.2 Basis of Evaluation 

Grant Samuel has evaluated the Olam Offer by reviewing the following factors: 

! comparing the estimated value range of NZFS shares with the price of the Olam Offer; 

! the likelihood of an alternative proposal and alternative transactions that could realise fair value; 

! the likely market price and liquidity of NZFS shares in the absence of the Olam Offer; 

! any advantages or disadvantages for NZFS shareholders of accepting or rejecting the Olam Offer; 

! the current trading conditions for NZFS; 

! the timing and circumstances surrounding the Olam Offer; 

! the attractions of NZFS’s business; 

! the risks of NZFS’s business; and 

! other possible benefits to Olam arising from the purchase of NZFS. 

 

Grant Samuel’s opinion is to be considered as a whole.  Selecting portions of the analyses or factors 

considered by it, without considering all the factors and analyses together, could create a misleading view 

of the process underlying the opinion.  The preparation of an opinion is a complex process and is not 

necessarily susceptible to partial analysis or summary. 
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3. Profile of NZFS 
3.1 Background 

NZFS was established in late 2006 with the objective of applying New Zealand’s expertise in pastoral 

dairy farming to high quality, low cost and under-utilised farmland in Uruguay.  NZFS’s origins date back 

to 1999 when the New Zealand rural supplies and services business, Wrightson Limited acquired a 51% 

stake in the Uruguayan seed company, Semillas PAS.  Semillas was subsequently renamed Wrightson 

PAS and expanded its agricultural interests in Uruguay with the purchase and lease of farms to 

demonstrate the productivity improvements that could be achieved using New Zealand pasture 

management systems.   

The principal New Zealand farming techniques that NZFS base its farm productivity improvements on are: 

! application of phosphate to promote grass growth, increase drought resistance, bring forward spring 

growth and extend the growing season; 

! subdivision of paddocks to control pasture growth, particularly in the spring, to increase utilisation of 

what is grown; 

! reticulation of water to all paddocks to ensure that cattle have access to good water at all times; 

! the planting of new, improved pasture species using direct drilling; 

! increased cattle numbers per hectare to utilise the additional feed; 

! once robust new pasture is established fertility is maintained through annual phosphate and urea 

dressings; and 

! irrigation is introduced where cost effective to increase yields, especially in summer months.  

The key events in the evolution of NZFS to date are summarised in the table below:  

Key Events in NZFS History 

Year Description 

1999 Wrightson Limited acquired 51% of Uruguayan Company, Semillas PAS, renaming it Wrightson PAS. 

2001 Wrightson PAS leased a small beef finishing farm to demonstrate the productivity improvement that could 

be achieved with new grasses and New Zealand pasture management. 

2005 PGG Wrightson purchased three farms near Young in western Uruguay to further demonstrate the value 

of the New Zealand pasture-based intensive system on a larger scale.  

2006 In November 2006 shares in NZ Farming Systems Uruguay were offered to the public.  The initial public 

offering (IPO) was for 75 million shares at NZ$1.00 (partly paid to 50c), was oversubscribed and closed in 

December 2006 with 105 million shares issued.  Three farms (total 2,687 hectares) were purchased from 

PGG Wrightson for US$12.4 million. 

2007 In April 2007 the Company placed 39 million new shares, mainly with New Zealand and overseas 

institutions, at NZ$1.02, partly paid to NZ$0.52, the proceeds of which enabled it to increase the scale of 

its operations.  

In June 2007 the Company issued 7.5 million fully paid ordinary shares at an issue price of NZ$1.00 in 

part consideration for the purchase of the Santa Isabel farm and farm assets (4,003 hectares) 

 In August 2007 NZFS announced that it had substantially increased its land holdings by 19,883 hectares 

to a total of 26,523 hectares. 

In December 2007 NZFS was listed on the NZX following the payment of the second call of NZ$0.50 on 

the shares issued in December 2006.  An additional NZ$110 million was raised through an institutional 

placement and non-renounceable rights issue at NZ$1.50 per share. 

2008 The global financial crisis starts to impact international dairy product prices (and equity markets). 
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In April 2008 NZFS announced a net profit forecast of US$1.5 million for the full 2007/08 financial year 

after deduction of a US$9.2 million performance fee payable to PGG WRIGHTSON. 

In May 2008 NZFS announced the acquisition of additional land to take total holdings to 36,300 hectares. 

In August 2008 the company announced a net loss of US$7.96 million after deducting a PGG Wrightson 

performance fee of US$13.6 million. 

In December 2008 NZFS released an earnings guidance for an operating loss of US$7–11 million for the 

year to June 2009. 

2009 In April 2009 NZFS revised the forecast loss to US$20 million as a result of drought and falling milk prices. 

NZFS raises US$30 million in a Uruguayan domestic bond issue in July 2009. 

In August 2009 NZFS announced a US$15.6 million operating loss (before livestock and farm value write 

down). 

In September 2009, Olam acquired a 14.35% shareholding in NZFS. 

In December 2009 the company gave an earnings guidance of an EBIT loss of US$10 million, less than 

previously expected due to a rise in milk prices. 

2010 In February 2010 an EBIT loss of US$2.5 million was announced for the half year.  Approximately 2,500 

hectares of land was sold for US$8.5 million in March 2010. 

In May 2010 Olam announced that it had acquired a further 10 million NZFS shares to take its 

shareholding to 18.4%. 

In July 2010 Olam announces a lock-up agreement with PGG Wrightson to acquire a further 28.1 million 

NZFS shares conditional upon the simultaneously announced full takeover offer becoming unconditional. 

 

3.2 Operations 

Since its listing in 2006, NZFS’s focus has been on the purchase and development of agricultural land in 

Uruguay and acquisition of livestock.  It has spent over US$177 million on the purchase and development 

of dairy land and livestock, with an estimated further US$62 million remaining to be spent to complete the 

development expenditure.  This work has focused on the following areas: 

Pasture 

Pasture development has included both the re-grassing of paddocks with improved grass species, 

and the raising of base soil fertility levels through the application of fertiliser.  Ongoing plans call for 

the re-grassing of one-third of non-irrigated pastures each year. 

Farm Infrastructure & Development 

NZFS has completed the construction or upgrading of 29 dairy (milking) sheds, 62 farm workers’ 

houses, 11 irrigation dams, 470km of roading, and reticulation of 65km of high tension wiring for 

electricity supply required for dairy shed and irrigation pumps.  Approximately 5,000 drinking 

troughs have been placed in paddocks and 1,800km of new fencing has been completed. 

Irrigation 

NZFS has a target of having irrigation installed for 50% of its effective milking area, representing 

approximately 10,000 hectares.  Currently only 2,018 hectares are irrigated with a further 1,200 

hectares to be under irrigation in time for this summer.  Funding constraints have delayed the 

irrigation programme as well as the high tension electricity infrastructure improvements required to 

power irrigation pumps. 

NZFS is currently milking approximately 17,000 cows and is the largest single producer of milk in 

Uruguay, accounting for approximately 4% of national production.  The company’s medium term plans 

project it to be milking 44,000 cows and producing approximately 16% of milk in Uruguay by the 2012/13 

season.  Long term projections project NZFS to be milking approximately 55,000 cows by the 2015/16 

season.  The company’s key measure of productivity, kilograms of milk solids per hectare (kgms/ha) is 
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projected to rise from 420kgms/ha for the just completed 2009/10 season, to 642kgms/ha 2012/13, and 

then to 965kgms/ha in 2015/16. 

Notwithstanding the achievements to date, the company has developed more slowly than projected in its 

original business plan.  A number of factors have contributed to this: 

! an extended period of drought experienced in autumn 2008 and summer 2008/ autumn 2009 led to 

poor pasture production and poor cow production; 

! the size of the overall development has meant that the infrastructure and production from the 

individual farming units are not as developed as was originally contemplated; and 

! a lack of funding for operational development was caused principally by a higher level of land 

purchases than was originally planned.  This has meant that capital fertiliser application has been 

constrained and the development of irrigation and electricity infrastructure has been slow.   

The lower than expected pasture production has led to reduced milk volumes, and low pregnancy rates 

across the herd (as a result of poor animal condition following the drought in 2007/2008).  The low 

pregnancy rates have impacted the overall level of herd profitability and resulted in a slow down in the 

overall genetic development of the herd.  In addition there has been a corresponding increase in dry stock 

numbers as a proportion of overall herd size. 

NZFS is undertaking or planning to undertake a number of immediate steps to improve productivity.  

These include: 

! temporarily increasing feed levels in the 2010/11 growing season to improve the condition of cows, 

maintain lactation longer during summer, and improve herd fertility rates; 

! reviewing the drystock policy given the carrying costs of lower fertility stock; and 

! application of fertiliser during 2010/11 in conjunction with a reduction in grazing pressure on pasture 

to allow paddocks to become more robustly established. 

 

Set out below are key operating statistics for NZFS for the 2008, 2009 and 2010 financial years and the 

budget for 2011.  Over the next three years NZFS intends to expand the number of milking sheds to 49 

and its dairy land under irrigation to 50%.  

 

Year ended 30 June  2008 2009 2010 2011 (B) 

Milking cow numbers (average) 5,600 11,300 16,500 20,100 

Milk price (US cents/litre average) 39.7 23.7 28.3 31.9 

Milk production (million litres) 13.4 44.6 68.4 99.7 

Milk production (Kgs milk solids per cow per year) 240 290 290 275 

Dairy hectares in production  4,700 10,500 12,044 13,100 

Kilograms of Milk Solids per hectare 380 420 419 532 

Milking sheds 11 26 31 32 

Irrigated area (hectares) 0 406 2,018 3,191 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Key operating statistics 
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3.3 Capital Expenditure Requirements 

NZFS’s Five Year Business Plan calls for a total of 49 dairy units to be developed, up from the current 31 

units.  Capital expenditure to complete the development is forecast at US$62.6 million.  A breakdown of 

the expenditure is shown below: 

 

NZFS - Capital Expenditure Forecast (US$ millions)  

Irrigation 16.8 

Milking sheds 11.7 

Livestock 8.9 

Electricity reticulation 8.1 

Fertiliser 5.2 

Water dams 3.5 

Machinery 2.1 

Roading 1.1 

Other 5.2 

Total capital expenditure 62.6 

 

NZFS will have to undertake fund raising to meet the costs of the bulk of this expenditure.  A number of 

funding alternatives have been under consideration.  NZFS has been in discussions with Olam since last 

year.  Contemporaneously, NZFS has been negotiating a share placement with another party, which has 

been delayed pending receipt of an offer from Olam.  The Receipt of the Olam Offer and the increased 

certainty of long term funding has taken much longer than originally anticipated. 

 

3.4 The Management Contract 

NZFS contracted PGG Wrightson to provide a range of services, set out below:   

! assisting with the strategic development of the farm assets;  

! managing the farm assets, including the land, livestock, buildings and plant equipment; 

! the operation of farm assets, including management of production targets and procurement; 

! supervising and managing the recruitment and performance of employees, contractors and agents; 

and 

! managing reporting and legal requirements.   

 

The Management Contract has the following key terms: 

! an annual fee of 1.0% of  NZFS’s gross asset value up to US$400m with 0.75% to be charged on 

gross asset values above $US400 million;  

! a performance fee equal to 20% of the amount by which the investor return for a year exceeds 10%, 

provided that the company has also achieved a compounded target investor return of 10% p.a since 

the company’s inception.  The performance fee was payable in cash or shares subject to 

compliance with relevant law and listing rules.  Due to capital constraints the performance fee was 

transferred into a loan with the final amount being payable on 31 March 2010.  Interest has been 

accrued at a rate of 10% per annum.  As at 30 June 2010 US$9.6 million of the loan to PGG 

Wrightson was outstanding; and 

! any farms sold and managed under any sale and leaseback arrangement incurred a reduced 0.5% 

management fee. 

 

With effect from 19 July 2010 the Management Contract has been terminated (subject to the approval of 

NZFS shareholders, bond holders and bankers) with NZFS assuming the management role.  In the interim 
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and pending the outcome of the Olam Offer and any other offers, certain PGG Wrightson executives will 

be seconded to NZFS on a cost recovery basis.  NZFS will pay PGG Wrightson NZ$4 million as a fee to 

terminate the Management Contract.   

 

3.5 The Uruguayan Dairy Industry 

Uruguay has a well-established dairy industry that has significant advantages enabling it to be competitive 

in world dairy trade.  Over the past 20 years milk production has doubled while income from dairy exports 

has increased ten-fold.  Uruguay has a temperate to sub-tropical climate with temperatures similar to the 

upper North Island of New Zealand.  Rainfall, which averages around 1200mm per annum, is reasonably 

well distributed throughout the year with more rain in summer and autumn compared with winter and 

spring. 

 

Dairy farming is traditionally grass based grazing with supplementary feed provided at the dairy shed to 

cover seasonal variations in pasture production.  Unlike New Zealand, little or no water has historically 

been reticulated to paddocks and cows obtain water from natural sources and at the dairy shed.  

Average dairy farm size has fallen in recent years from a peak of 211 hectares in 1999 to 184 hectares in 

2008.  However, in the same period herd sizes have increased from 78 to 89 on average per farm.  The 

progressive introduction of modern dairying techniques have seen productivity per hectare rise 59% 

between 1998 and 2007.  In this period productivity per cow rose 21% and the number of dairy cows per 

hectare increased 26%. 

 

Milk processing is undertaken by 36 companies which are predominantly co-operatives.  The largest of 

these is Conaprole (NZFS’s preferred processor) which accounted for 65% of processing volumes in 

2009.  Milk shipments from farm to plant have risen by an average of 4% annually over the last 20 years.  

Processing capacity growth has been at a slightly greater pace meaning that plants are able to process 

springtime milk volume peaks without constraints.  It is estimated that surplus production capacity is 

currently around 20%.  Nonetheless, additional capacity continues to be installed by the co-operatives 

and by international firms such as USA’s Schreiber Foods and Brazil’s Bom Gosto.  
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3.6 Financial Performance 

The financial performance of NZFS for the years ended 2007, 2008, 2009 and 2010 and the budget for 

2011 is shown in the table below: 

NZFS Financial Performance (US$ millions) 

 Year end 30 June 

 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011(B) 

Cattle sales 0.4 2.7  4.3 2.4 2.3 

Milk sales 0.3 5.0 10.0 18.8 31.8 

Rice - - 1.5 - - 

Other income 0.1 0.1 0.1 1.4 - 

Total revenue 0.8 7.8 15.8 22.5 34.2 

Change in fair value of livestock (physical) 2.4 2.6 6.2 2.0 4.0 

Livestock and cropping costs of sale  (0.5)  (2.3)  (8.5) (3.7) (3.7)  

Farm working expenses   (3.8)  (12.0)  (22.4) (25.1) (31.9)  

Administration and other expenses  (0.9)  (1.2)  (2.7) (2.2) (1.8)  

Fund management fee  (0.8)  (2.7)  (2.5) (2.2) (2.0)  

EBITDA  (2.8)  (7.7)  (14.0) (8.7) (1.2) 

(Loss)/ Gain on sale of fixed assets - - 0.8 0.3 - 

Change in fair value of livestock due to price 

changes (price)  1.0  14.3  (20.2) 6.2 - 

Change in fair value of farm properties - -  (3.6) 1.1 - 

Performance fees - (13.6) - - - 

Discount on VAT receivable - -  (2.5) - - 

Depreciation and amortisation  (0.2)  (1.0)  (2.4) (1.7) (3.8) 

EBIT  (2.0)  (8.0)  (42.0) (2.8) (5.0) 

Net interest 1.7  1.0  (3.8) (5.2) (3.5) 

Tax expense -  (0.9)  (0.1) 0.1 - 

Loss for the year  (0.3)  (8.0)  (45.9) (7.9) (8.5) 

 

The following points should be taken into consideration when reviewing the table above: 

! farm working expenses comprise direct farm working expenses and the costs of improving and 

maintaining pastures.  These costs are currently increasing and forecast to continue to do so for 

another two to three years, which contributes to the negative operating cash flow over that period.  

Milk production is forecast to grow substantially up until 2016 when it is forecast to begin flattening; 

! the performance fee payable in 2008 under the Management Contract was a result of a sharp 

increase (albeit temporary) in the share price in the first half of calendar year 2008; and 

! the changes in the value of livestock reflect market prices prevailing in Uruguay at year end.  

Livestock prices fluctuate due to climatic conditions.  This adjustment to earnings distorts the 

reported results.  NZFS has no intention to realise its milking herd. 
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3.7 Financial Position 

The financial position of NZFS as at 30 June 2008, 2009 and 2010 is outlined in the table below: 

NZFS – Balance Sheet (US$ millions) 

 30 June 

 2008 2009 2010 

Cash and cash equivalents  128.9 3.6 5.7 

Trade and other receivables 4.8 6.1 11.7 

Consumable supplies  0.7 1.6 3.7 

Assets held for sale - - 6.9 

Current assets 134.4 11.3 28.0 

Property, plant and equipment 165.4 173.8 161.7 

Livestock 40.4 26.4 34.8 

Trade and other receivables 3.5 4.2 4.6 

Deferred tax 2.5 - - 

Non-current assets 211.9 204.4 201.2 

Total assets 346.3 215.7 229.2 

Loans and borrowings  (78.1)  (1.5) (11.2) 

Trade and other payables  (19.2)  (27.8) (13.7) 

Current liabilities  (97.2)  (29.4) (24.8)  

Borrowings  (18.5)  (16.0) (46.0) 

Income tax payable  (7.0)  (1.5) (0.9)  

Non-current liabilities  (25.5)  (17.5) (46.9)  

Total liabilities  (122.7)  (46.9) (71.7)  

Net assets  223.6   168.8 157.5 

Net tangible assets per share US$ 0.92 0.69 0.64 

Net tangible assets per share NZ$ converted at 

NZD:USD 0.7050 

1.30 0.98 0.91 

 

The following points are relevant when considering the above table: 

! net assets declined in FY2009 due to the downwards revaluation of property plant and equipment of 

US$9.0 million and the US$45.9m loss for the year; 

! in July 2009 the company raised US$30 million via a domestic bond issue in Uruguay to fund 

expenditure on milking sheds, irrigation and electricity development.  The bonds were downgraded 

from A- (UY) to BBB (UY) negative watch by Fitch in May 2010, reflecting the delay in completing the 

development plan.   The bonds are non-convertible and have an expected term of approximately 

fifteen years, with a fixed interest rate of 5% pa until 30 September 2010, and thereafter a variable 

interest rate of between 5% and 15% calculated using a formula incorporating gross milk revenue 

and certain key input costs. The bonds have an interest only period until 30 March 2016, and 

repayments of principal thereafter are linked to gross milk revenue; 

! all livestock is revalued to current market prices annually and exhibits significant fluctuations year on 

year; and 

! the cash balance at 30 June 2010 includes the uninvested portion of the US$30 million bond issue.  
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3.8 Cash Flow 

The cash flows for NZFS for the years ended 2007, 2008, 2009 and 2010 are shown in the table below: 

 

NZFS – Statement of Cash Flows (US$ millions) 

Year end 30 June 2007 2008 2009 2010 Cumulative 

Cash receipts from customers 0.3 6.5 16.2 21.3 44.3 

Cash paid to employees and suppliers (2.6)  (23.3)  (35.9) (42.8) (104.6) 

Other operating cash flows (0.1)  (2.0)  (2.4) (3.0) (7.5) 

Net cash flow from operations  (2.5)  (18.8)  (22.2) (24.4) (67.9) 

Acquisition of property, plant and 

equipment (31.3)  (87.2)  (28.4) (14.3) (161.2) 

Acquisitions of livestock (4.7)  (14.3) - - (19.1) 

Sales of property, plant and equipment - -  2.4  15.8 18.2 

Net cash flow from investing activities  (36.0)  (101.5)  (26.1) 1.5 (162.1) 

Proceeds from issue of share capital 44.6  152.2 - - 196.8 

Funds raised through borrowings - -  17.5 30.0 47.5 

Other financing cash flows (3.8)  (1.9) 2.0 (5.0) (8.6) 

Net cash flow from financing activities 40.8  150.3  19.5 25.0 235.6 

Net cashflow 2.4 30.0  (28.7) 2.0 5.7 

In reviewing the above table the following should be considered: 

! NZFS maintained a positive net cash position in 2007 and 2008 through the issue of approximately 

US$200 million in equity.  In July 2009 the company raised US$30 million via a bond issue in 

Uruguay; and 

! in FY2010 operating cashflow had a deficit of US$25 million versus US$22 million in 2009.  

Increases in milk production are forecast to contribute to a reduction in this deficit in FY2011. 
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3.9 Capital Structure and Ownership 

NZFS has 244,236,495 shares on issue held by approximately 1,723 shareholders.  The Company’s top 

20 shareholders as at 6 August are shown in the table below: 

 

NZFS – Top 20 Shareholders as at 6 August 2010 

Shareholder Shares (000s) % 

Olam International Limited  45,051 18.45% 

PGG Wrightson Investments Limited   28,138  11.52% 

Accident Compensation Corporation  17,165 7.03% 

HSBC Nominees  12,995 5.32% 

ANZ Nominees 10,945 4.48% 

M J Flett & S M Flett & J J McClean  8,998 3.68% 

National Nominees New Zealand 8,729 3.57% 

Dairy Investment Fund Limited  4,751 1.95% 

K & D Goble  2,850 1.17% 

Sierra Asset Limited  2,616 1.07% 

Custodial Services Limited  2,452 1.00% 

Natusch Trust Partnership 2,250 0.92% 

B & S Custodians 2,000 0.82% 

R & C Poole  2,000 0.82% 

Custodial Services Limited 1,662 0.68% 

Anglesea Consulting Limited  1,540 0.63% 

Aorangi Laboratories Limited  1,500 0.61% 

Honeyfield Holdings 1,500 0.61% 

Joanne Flett 1,423 0.58% 

Leveraged Equities Finance Limited 1,385 0.57% 

Top 20 Shareholders 159,950 65.59% 

Other Shareholders 84,286 34.51% 

Total 244,236  100.00% 

In reviewing the above table the following should be considered: 

! NZFS’s share register has become more concentrated since 2008.  The top seven shareholders in 

NZFS have a combined shareholding of 54%; and 

! Olam has entered into a lockup agreement with PGG Wrightson whereby PGG Wrightson has 

agreed to accept the Olam Offer which will give Olam nearly 30% of the shares in NZFS, requiring 

only a further 20.1% or 49,165,000 shares to be able to reach the minimum threshold of 50.1%. 

 

3.10 Share Price Performance 

NZFS’s share price since its listing in 2007 has fluctuated significantly when compared to the 

performance of the NZSX.  Initially the share price outperformed the market due to positive commodity 

price movements and positive financial forecasts.  However, since August 2008, the share price has been 

impacted by declining commodity prices, lack of funding and milk productivity uncertainty.   

 

The volume of shares traded peaked in September 2009 when Olam acquired its initial 14.4% 

shareholding on market, primarily from Hunter Hall Investment Management Limited. 
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4. Profile of Olam International Limited  
4.1 Background 

Olam is a Singapore based company, established in 1989 by the Kewalram Chanrai Group (Kewalram).  

Olam has developed into a globally diverse specialist in the supply chain management of a core of 20 

agricultural products and food ingredients, with operations in over 64 countries, spanning 14 businesses 

and employing approximately 10,000 people. 

 

In 2005, Olam listed on the Singapore Stock Exchange (SGX) with an initial market capitalisation of 

S$929 million.  Since 2005, Olam’s market capitalisation has risen to approximately S$5.5 billion as at 27 

July 2010. 

 

The key significant shareholders in Olam are: 

! Kewalram, with a 22.8% holding; 

! Temasek Holdings (Temasek).  Through its wholly owned subsidiary Seletar Investments, Temasek 

acquired a stake in the company in 2003. In 2009, Temasek injected another US$300 million into 

Olam taking its shareholding to 13.7%.  Temasek is owned by the Ministry of Finance of Singapore;  

! Olam’s management, who collectively own 10.3%; and 

! the public and 300 institutional investors from over 28 countries who control the remaining 53.2%. 

 

Olam’s core product categories are edible nuts, coffee, cocoa, cotton, rice and sesame.   Acquisitions 

have formed a key part of Olam’s growth strategy, with a number of deals completed from 2007 to 2010:  

 

Olam  – M&A Activity since April 2007  

Date Company name Investment (US$m) Holding % 

Apr 07 Universal Blanchers  73.1 100 

Jul 07 Queensland Cotton  136.3 100 

Aug 07 Key Foods Ingredients  18.5 100 

Sep 07 Naarden Agro  3.8  100 

Oct 07 PT DUS  14.0 100 

n.a 08 Nauvu Investments  122.0 50 

Jun 08 Ouangolo Gin  5.0  100 

Jul 08 PureCircle  53.1 10 

Jul 08 Open Country Dairy  76.8  24.8 

Nov 08 GSIL Sugar Mill  9.9  100 

Dec 08 Onion Dehydration Facility  10.0 100 

Feb 09 IMC  7.0  100 

Jul 09 Tomato Processing Assets  39.0 100 

Sep 09/ May 10 New Zealand Farming Systems Uruguay  12.8 18.5 

Jan 10 Almond Orchards  267.4 100 

Jan 10 Crown Flour Mills 107.6 100 

July 10 Gilroy Foods & Flavors 250.0 100 

Total  1,206.3  
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In New Zealand, Olam owns a 24.75% shareholding in Open Country Dairy Limited (Open Country) and 

its 18.5% shareholding in NZFS.  Open Country is a substantial dairy company with a turnover of $300 

million in the 14 months ended 31 July 2009.  It is the second largest milk processor in New Zealand, 

albeit only a fraction of the size of Fonterra.  Olam’s investment in Open Country and proposed further 

investment in NZFS appears to be part of a strategy to get closer to the sources of supply.  Olam’s 

international growth and expansion has required significant funding resources:  

! on 15 July 2009, Olam raised S$437.5 million by allotting and issuing a further 273 million new 

shares;  

! on 27 August 2009 Olam secured an underwritten US$540 million syndicated transferable loan 

facility. The facility comprises two tranches of US$324 million and USD$216 million of term loans of 

three year and five years respectively;  

! on 27 August 2009, Olam closed a 12-month USD$100 million Islamic revolving trade finance facility 

arranged by the Islamic Bank of Asia Limited; 

! in September 2009, Olam announced the issue of convertible bonds to raise US$400 million; 

! in October 2009 Olam raised US$850 million by way of a Transferable Term Loan facility; and 

! in August 2010 Olam raised US$250 million by way of a 10 year unsecured bond. 

 

4.2 Operations 

Olam operates an integrated supply chain, sourcing and supplying over 3,000 customers in more than 50 

markets.  Olam’s product range is diversified and includes, confectionery and beverage products, 

ingredients, cocoa, coffee, peanuts, edible nuts, spices & beans, cashew, beans, sesame, spices, food 

staples & packaged foods, rice, sugar, dairy products, fibre & wood products, and cotton. 
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4.3 Financial Profile 

A brief financial profile of Olam is summarised below:  

Olam Financial Profile (SGD$ millions) 

Year end 30 June  2007 2008 2009 

Revenue   5,478  8,152  8,726 

EBITDA  290 365 430 

EBIT  274 349 407 

Net profit after tax   109   168   252  

Operating cash flow   (161)  (711)  431 

Total assets   3,178   5,239   5,415  

Total liabilities   (2,745)  (4,601)  (4,370) 

Net assets   433   638   1,046  

Earnings per share (cents) - diluted  6.7  10.1   12.4  

Source: Olam Financial Reports. 

In reviewing the above table the following should be considered: 

! sales volume grew by 16.1% to 5.7 million tonnes in FY2009 compared to FY2008, with growth 

registered across all four core product segments; 

! sales revenue grew by almost 50% to SGD$8.1 billion in FY2008 as sales volume rose by 30.6% to 

4.9 million tonnes and prices increased across most of the products in the portfolio.  Olam attributed 

63% of the increase in sales revenue to underlying volume growth while the balance was contributed 

from price increases; 

! in FY2009 sales revenue growth was far more modest as prices came down across most products 

even though sales volume increased.  In FY2009 Asia and the Middle East accounted for 41% of 

group sales, Europe 27.3%, Africa 19.3% and the Americas 12.6%; and 

! as illustrated in the table below confectionary & beverage ingredients have historically formed the 

largest sales segment representing 44% of total Olam’s sales.  Despite the global economic 

downturn, all sales segments, with the exception of industrial raw materials reported growth in 

revenue in FY2009: 

 

Olam Sales Revenue Profile (SGD$ millions) 

Year end 30 June  2007 2008 2009 

Edible nuts, spices & beans   783   1,169   1,200  

Confectionary & beverage ingredients   2,178   3,189   3,783  

Food stapes and packaged foods   1,432   2,028   2,140  

Industrial raw materials   1,062   1,727   1,465  

Total  5,456 8,112 8,588 
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5. Factors Contributing to the Olam Offer 
5.1 Introduction 

A combination of the readily availability of equity capital, increasing farm values in Uruguay and an 

increasing milk price contributed to the adoption of the significantly more aggressive land acquisition 

strategy adopted by NZFS than was contemplated at the time of the IPO in 2006.   

 

The original concept for NZFS contemplated a farm network of 7,000 ha, with a projected capital cost of 

US$60 million.  In 2007 and the first half of the 2008 financial year NZFS raised a further NZ$149 million 

by issuing 121.3 million shares.  It became apparent by mid 2008 that the time required to complete the 

farm development would be longer than originally envisaged due to the vastly increased scale and the 

lack of management expertise and knowledge to implement New Zealand dairy farming practices in 

Uruguay.  The five year business plan now contemplates ownership and development of a 28,600 ha 

network, with an estimated total capital cost of approximately US$240 million.  NZFS has a requirement 

of approximately US$62 million to fund capital expenditure to complete the farm development, which 

includes: 

! US$20.3 million to be spent on irrigation and dams to provide irrigation to a total of 10,000 hectares 

representing approximately half of the proposed total dairy producing area of NZFS; 

! US$11.7 million to be spent on milking sheds and equipment.  NZFS requires 48 milking sheds to 

fully service its dairy land area once fully developed; 

! US$8 million for electricity infrastructure including US$7 million of NZFS’s share of the high-tension 

electricity project required to bring electricity supply from the national grid into NZFS’s farming 

districts; 

! US$5.2 million for initial fertiliser dosing; 

! US$8.4 million on other capital costs including pastures, roading, fencing, machinery, worker 

housing and earthworks; and 

! US$8.9 million for livestock purchases. 

Although it is optimal and arguably most efficient to complete the dairy infrastructure as fast as possible, 

not all of the expenditure needs to be completed within the next 24 months.  NZFS has considered a 

range of fund raising initiatives including: 

! a bond issue(s), primarily to Uruguayan pension funds (including existing bond holders of the 

company); 

! the sale and leaseback of a portfolio of NZFS farm land assets; 

! the issue of convertible notes and/or ordinary shares to one or more institutional investors; 

! the sale of selected property assets; and 

! other capital market alternatives (such as a rights issue to existing and new shareholders). 

 

There is also a requirement to fund the payment of the US$13 million liability owed to PGG Wrightson in 

relation to performance fees and management fees due under the Management Contract.  The payment 

to PGG Wrightson has already been deferred from its original due date by way of a loan agreement 

between NZFS and PGG Wrightson which expired in March 2010.  The performance fee was incurred in 

2008 when global milk commodity prices were at an all time high and NZFS’s share price spiked 

temporarily.   

 

Given the scope of NZFS’s funding requirements, it can be expected that more than one of these sources 

of funding will be required.  The eventual level of funding secured will impact the operations and profile of 
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NZFS.  In the absence of any new funding NZFS will need to sell assets and seek to negotiate a further 

deferral of the performance fee payment.   

 

5.2 Background to the Olam Offer 

NZFS has been in discussions with Olam since the latter part of 2009.  Olam acquired an initial 14.35% 

shareholding in NZFS in September 2009, increasing this to 18.4% in May 2010.  During this period it 

conducted extensive due diligence which eventuated in the Olam Offer. 

Grant Samuel understands that UAG and another party have been granted access to the business of 

NZFS for the purposes of conducting due diligence.  Shareholders will note that UAG has given notice of 

intention to make a full takeover offer at NZ$0.60 per share. 

 

5.3 Factors influencing the NZFS business performance 

There are a number of contributing factors to the NZFS business performance since the company’s 

inception in 2006: 

! a substantial increase in the land area acquired over and above the original plan; 

! a significant shortfall in the volume of milk produced (relative to projections); 

! a fluctuating milk price; 

! the decision to invest in irrigations and electricity reticulation; 

! a requirement for further capital to complete the conversions; and 

! the sale of land only recently acquired to meet development costs. 

Each of these factors is discussed below. 

 

Increase in land area acquired 

The table below sets out the land acquisition forecasts as set out in the Prospectus, compared with the 

actual land acquired. 

NZFS – hectares of farmland 

Year end 30 June 2007 2008 

Prospectus 7,000 13,000 

Actual 26,523 36,300 

In the Annual Report for the year ended 30 June 2007 the NZFS Chairman documented: 

The first step in this has been the acquisition of suitable farmland in Uruguay.  The risk of raising 

sellers’ expectations limited our ability to report progress in land purchases as quickly or as fully as 

we would have liked.  However, I can report that the company’s acquisition programme has been 

very successful.  Total holdings stand at 26,523ha in 3 hubs in western, central and eastern Uruguay 

compared with an original target for the period to June 2007 of around 7,000ha.  While there was 

strong competition for suitable farmland, PGG Wrightson’s local knowledge and presence in 

Uruguay ensured that the land acquired has been at prices close to the targeted US$2,000 per ha. 

Acceleration of the land acquisition programme was undertaken in a context of rising land prices, 

which resulted in a significant upward revaluation of the company’s foundation farms, and a sharply 

improved outlook for dairy products.  The Board is confident that this adjustment in strategy will 

benefit shareholders. 

NZFS acquired more land than it was able to convert into high yielding dairy farms in the medium term.  

The funding of the development expenditure had not been secured at the time the land was purchased, 

due to an expectation that funding was readily available.  The global financial crisis resulted in a very 
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sudden change in the availability of funding.  In its initial prospectus in December 2006 NZFS intended to 

issue approximately 93 million shares, 75 million to new investors and 18 million to PGG Wrightson in part 

consideration for three farms.  By the end of 2007 when NZFS listed on the NZX it had issued capital of 

more than 244 million shares.  The most recent shares issued were 73.3 million shares at NZ$1.50 raising 

NZ$110 million in December 2007.  The ready availability of equity funding during this period and the 

perceived low cost of land encouraged the Board and Manager to substantially increase land and 

livestock purchases as shown below: 

NZFS – Fixed Assets and Livestock US$ million 

Year end 30 June 2007 2008 

Livestock   

Prospectus 6.7 11.6 

Actual 8.2 40.4 

Property Plant & Equipment   

Prospectus 23.9 48.3 

Actual 64.2 165.4 

 

Shortfall in Milk Volumes 

Over the longer term NZFS is forecasting an average milk production of 17 litres per cow per milking day 

or approximately 4,675 litres per year.  In 2010 the average production per farm varied from 8.1 litres per 

cow to 15.1 litres per cow and an overall average of 11.3 litres per cow.  The wide disparity in production 

reflects the different stage of development of NZFS’s farm portfolio.  It is important to note that no farm is 

achieving the projected average (except at the height of the season) of 17 litres per cow per day target. 

 

A factor in the poor operating performance has been climate but some variations in climatic conditions 

can be expected, and a larger contributing factor to the lower than expected milk production is that NZFS 

has not yet been able to get milk production per hectare or per cow anywhere near close to targeted 

levels.  This is largely a result of the slower than planned development of a number of farms, impacted in 

particular by lower levels of phosphate application arising from a lack of funds and an underestimation of 

the difficulties in adapting New Zealand dairying farming practices to Uruguayan farming conditions.  In 

addition, the 2007/2008 drought pushed back development by at least 12 months.  As a result of that 

drought, NZFS is proposing to place approximately one half of its dairy farms under irrigation as soon as 

practicable. 

 

Fluctuating Milk Price 

The average milk price achieved by NZFS over the past 3 years is outlined in the table below: 

 

Year end 30 June US $/ litre 

2008 0.40 

2009 0.24 

2010 0.28 

Over the last six years the price of internationally traded milk commodities has exhibited much higher price 

instability than any other time.  Most market commentators believe that increased volatility is likely to 

persist at least over the medium term.  The prices received by NZFS are higher than it originally forecast, 

however this is being offset by higher than expected operating costs per litre. 

 

Higher Development Costs 

The original plan made limited provisions for the investment in irrigation based on an analysis of rainfall 

patterns.  The drought in 2007/2008 has resulted in a reassessment of that strategy with the intention of 
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50% of the milking land (10,000 hectares) being under irrigation.  The extended cost of the irrigation 

system including electricity reticulation is approximately US$35 million. 

The table below shows the cash flows from investment activities and operations since NZFS’s formation. 

NZFS Half Yearly Cash Flows US$ million 

 Dec 06 June 07 Dec 07 June 08 Dec 08 June 09 Dec 09 June 10 

Investment (7.8) (28.2) (53.7) (47.8) (27.9) (0.5) (6.3) (8.0) 

Divestment      2.4 6.5 9.3 

Operations - (2.4) (0.6) (18.2) (15.3) (6.9) (14.3) (10.1) 

Total Cash Flow (7.8) (30.6) (54.3) (66.0) (43.2) (5.0) (14.1) (8.8) 

 

Further Conversion Capital Required 

The market is aware that substantial further capital expenditure on conversion of the farms to dairy is 

required.  The possibility of further share issues is likely to have placed downwards pressure on the share 

price. 

 

Sale of Land 

NZFS has, out of necessity, commenced selling land which it now considers to be non-core.  To date 

NZFS has sold US$24 million of land including sales in progress, the proceeds of which have been used 

to fund capital expenditure.   

 

Lack of Credibility 

A more measured approach to land acquisition and development would have, in all likelihood, resulted in a 

better outcome for shareholders, especially as a result of the impact of the global financial crisis on 

funding.  As the chairman noted in November 2007, the development of the first three farms acquired 

from PGG Wrightson was only being completed at that time.  In the season just ended these three 

completed farms have averaged only 500kgms per hectare compared with a target of 965kgms per 

hectare in 2016.   

The land acquisitions strategy appears to have been based on three factors: 

! the availability of funds; 

! an expectation of higher land prices; and 

! the prevailing strong milk price in the latter half of 2007 and first half of 2008 

 

With the benefit of hindsight, these were the wrong reasons to significantly expand the size of the land 

area to be developed.  Importantly, by the end of 2008 NZFS was starved of cash and began to take on 

debt and sell land to address a negative operating cash flow.  At the same time capital expenditure was 

reduced drastically. The impact on global dairy prices as a result of the global financial crisis of 2008 was 

comparatively short lived with prices rising quite quickly and still yielding around US$0.30 per litre in 

Uruguay.  The impact on the ability of NZFS to fund the necessary development expenditures was serious 

and has slowed the conversions to dairy farms. 

NZFS overestimated its ability to convert a very large number of farms to the New Zealand system in a 

relatively short period of time.  The difficulties it encountered are being addressed, but until it has the 

financial resources to complete dairy conversions and pasture productivity improvement, it will continue to 

underperform.  Further, the margins and milk volumes originally forecast have been shown to be overly 

optimistic with operating costs much higher per litre, but forecast to decline as both the number of milking 

cows and milk volumes per cow increase. 
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6. Valuation of NZFS 
6.1 Summary 

Grant Samuel’s valuation of the equity in NZFS is between US$111.8 million and US$136.3 million 

equivalent to NZ$0.65 to NZ$0.79 cents per share as summarised below: 

NZFS – Valuation Summary  

$US million except where otherwise stated Low High 

Enterprise value 154.4 179.0 

Net debt for valuation purposes  (42.7)  (42.7) 

Equity value  111.8 136.3 

Fully diluted shares on issue (million) 244.2 244.2 

Value per share ($US cents) 45.8 55.8 

Value per share ($NZ cents) converted at NZD:USD 0.7050 64.9 79.2 

The valuation represents the estimated full underlying value of NZFS assuming 100% of the 

company was available to be acquired and includes a premium for control.  The value exceeds 

the price at which, based on current market conditions, Grant Samuel would expect NZFS 

shares to trade on the NZSX in the absence of a takeover offer.  This valuation range is an 

overall judgement having regard to the following: 

! Grant Samuel has valued NZFS based on forecast US dollar cash flows and translated that valuation 

into NZ dollars to derive a NZ dollar share valuation.  The NZ dollar has a strong correlation to world 

commodity prices and therefore under normal conditions it is unlikely for the NZ dollar to move 

inversely with global dairy prices over the longer term.  Any gains in global dairy prices are likely to be 

partially offset by a strengthening NZ dollar.  The NZFS share value is more sensitive to milk price 

movements in Uruguay than NZ$/US$ exchange rates.  To derive the value per share Grant Samuel 

has applied the current foreign exchange rate of NZD:USD 0.7050.   The following table provides a 

range of NZ dollar share values for NZFS based on various NZD:USD assumptions:  

NZFS – Value per share range based on FX assumptions  ($NZ cents) 

NZD: USD Low High 

0.650  70.4  85.9 

0.675  67.8   82.7  

0.700  65.8   79.7  

0.725  63.1   77.0  

! In deriving net debt for valuation purposes Grant Samuel has taken into account NZFS’s debt 

position as at 30 June 2010 and a series of transactions that NZFS plans to settle within the next 

three months or has settled since 30 June 2010.  These transactions include the proceeds from the 

sale of the Don Pepe farm and undeveloped farms in the Western Region, the purchase of the 

Management Contract and settlement of outstanding fees with PGG Wrightson.  A large portion of 

net debt is related to the US$30 million of bonds issued to institutional investors in Uruguay. 
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NZFS – Net Debt for valuation purposes $US (millions) 

  

Cash and cash equivalents  5.7 

Bank overdraft and short term borrowing (11.2) 

Uruguay Bank long term loans (16.0) 

Uruguay Bonds
1
 (30.0) 

Net Debt - 30 June 2010 (51.5) 

Proceeds from Don Pepe Sale 7.0 

Sales of undeveloped farms in Western Region 8.0 

PGG Wrightson payables overdue (3.4) 

Buyout of PGG Wrightson Management Contract (2.9) 

Net Debt for valuation purposes (42.7) 

! As at 30 June 2010 NZFS had net tangible assets (NTA) of US$0.64 per share (NZ$0.91 per share).  

Grant Samuel’s valuation implies a discount to NTA in the range of 13% to 29%.  Grant Samuel 

would expect a discount to NTA when taking into consideration the significant investment that has 

occurred, which has not yet produced a positive cash flow and is unlikely to do so for a number of 

years.  Further development and investment expenditure is required to transform the investment in 

land into productive dairy farms which carries both investment and execution risk. 

 

6.2 Valuation Methodology 

Overview 

Grant Samuel’s valuation of NZFS has been estimated on the basis of fair market value as a going 

concern, defined as the estimated price that could be realised in an open market over a reasonable 

period of time assuming that potential buyers have full information.  The valuation of NZFS is appropriate 

for the acquisition of the company as a whole and accordingly incorporates a premium for control.  The 

value is in excess of the level at which, under current market conditions, shares in NZFS could be 

expected to trade on the sharemarket.  Shares in a listed company normally trade at a discount of 15% - 

25% to the underlying value of the company as a whole, but the extent of the discount (if any) depends 

on the specific circumstances of each company. 

 

The most reliable evidence as to the value of a business is the price at which the business or a 

comparable business has been bought and sold in an arm’s length transaction.  In the absence of direct 

market evidence of value, estimates of value are made using methodologies that infer value from other 

available evidence.  There are four primary valuation methodologies commonly used for valuing 

businesses: 

! capitalisation of earnings or cash flows; 

! discounting of projected cash flows; 

! industry rules of thumb; and 

! estimation of the aggregate proceeds from an orderly realisation of assets. 

                                                                        

1
 
Grant Samuel considered marking this bond to market and researched BBB rated bonds in the US and the bond market in Uruguay. However, due to the complex nature of 

the bond, the location, the lack of market data in Uruguay and the various risks that surround NZFS, a market comparison was difficult to obtain.  Therefore, the most 

appropriate and relevant yield to maturity to value the bond is the implied interest rate from NZFS’s alternative debt sources. NZFS’s management believes that the expected 

interest rate at the time the bond was created was approximately 10% and based on management’s research this view has not changed (i.e. if NZFS was to raise an additional 

US$30 million it would be close to 10% under a classical structure).  Given the lack of market comparisons, Grant Samuel considers any adjustment to debt is arbitrary as the 

book value of the debt provides a close approximation to the likely value of market debt using a 10% yield to maturity.
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Each of these valuation methodologies has application in different circumstances.  The primary criterion 

for determining which methodology is appropriate is the actual practice adopted by purchasers of the 

type of business involved. 

 

Capitalisation of Earnings 

Capitalisation of earnings or cash flows is most appropriate for businesses with a substantial operating 

history and a consistent earnings trend that is sufficiently stable to be indicative of ongoing earnings 

potential.  This methodology is not particularly suitable for start-up businesses, businesses with an erratic 

earnings pattern or businesses that have unusual expenditure requirements.  This methodology involves 

capitalising the earnings or cash flows of a business at a multiple that reflects the risks of the business 

and the stream of income that it generates.  These multiples can be applied to a number of different 

earnings or cash flow measures including EBITDA, EBITA, EBIT or net profit after tax.  These are referred 

to respectively as EBITDA multiples, EBITA multiples, EBIT multiples and price earnings multiples.  Price 

earnings multiples are commonly used in the context of the sharemarket.  EBITDA, EBITA and EBIT 

multiples are more commonly used in valuing whole businesses for acquisition purposes where gearing is 

in the control of the acquirer. 

 

Where an ongoing business with relatively stable and predictable earnings is being valued Grant Samuel 

uses capitalised earnings or operating cash flows as a primary reference point.  Application of this 

valuation methodology involves: 

! estimation of earnings or cashflow levels that a purchaser would utilise for valuation purposes having 

regard to historical and forecast operating results, non-recurring items of income and expenditure 

and known factors likely to impact on operating performance; and 

! consideration of an appropriate capitalisation multiple having regard to the market rating of 

comparable businesses, the extent and nature of competition, the time period of earnings used, the 

quality of earnings, growth prospects and relative business risk. 

 

The choice between the parameters is usually not critical and should give a similar result.  All are 

commonly used in the valuation of industrial businesses.  EBITDA can be preferable if depreciation or 

non-cash charges distort earnings or make comparisons between companies difficult but care needs to 

be exercised to ensure that proper account is taken of factors such as the level of capital expenditure 

needed for the business and whether or not any amortisation costs also relate to ongoing cash costs.  

EBITA avoids the distortions of goodwill amortisation.  EBIT can better adjust for differences in relative 

capital intensity. 

 

Determination of the appropriate earnings multiple is usually the most judgemental element of a valuation.  

Definitive or even indicative offers for a particular asset or business can provide the most reliable support 

for selection of an appropriate earnings multiple.  In the absence of meaningful offers, it is necessary to 

infer the appropriate multiple from other evidence. 

 

The usual approach is to determine the multiple that other buyers have been prepared to pay for similar 

businesses in the recent past.  However, each transaction will be the product of a unique combination of 

factors.  A pattern may emerge from transactions involving similar businesses with sales typically taking 

place at prices corresponding to earnings multiples within a particular range.  This range will generally 

reflect the growth prospects and risks of those businesses.  Mature, low growth businesses will, in the 

absence of other factors, attract lower multiples than those businesses with potential for significant 

growth in earnings. 

 

An alternative approach used in valuing businesses is to review the multiples at which shares in listed 

companies in the same industry sector trade on the sharemarket.  This gives an indication of the price 
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levels at which portfolio investors are prepared to invest in these businesses.  Share prices reflect trades 

in small parcels of shares (portfolio interests) rather than whole companies and it is necessary to adjust for 

this factor. 

 

The analysis of comparable transactions and sharemarket prices for comparable companies will not 

always lead to an obvious conclusion as to which multiple or range of multiples will apply.  There will often 

be a wide spread of multiples and the application of judgement becomes critical.  Moreover, it is 

necessary to consider the particular attributes of the business being valued and decide whether it 

warrants a higher or lower multiple than the comparable companies.  This assessment is essentially a 

judgement. 

 

The business thesis for NZFS and its entire development plan necessitates a long development period 

until positive cashflow can be generated.  In its most recent results for the year to 30 June 2010 NZFS 

reported at US$7.9 million loss.  In fact, the company is only projecting operations to be profitable at an 

EBIT level in the year to 30 June 2012.  Accordingly, a capitalisation of earnings valuation methodology is 

not appropriate.  

 

Discounted Cash flow 

Discounting of projected cash flows has a strong theoretical basis.  It is the most commonly used method 

for valuation in a number of industries, and for the valuation of start-up projects where earnings during the 

first few years can be negative.  DCF valuations involve calculating the net present value of projected cash 

flows.  This methodology is able to explicitly capture the effect of a turnaround in the business, the ramp 

up to maturity or significant changes expected in capital expenditure patterns.  The cash flows are 

discounted using a discount rate, which reflects the risk associated with the cash flow stream.  

Considerable judgement is required in estimating future cash flows and it is generally necessary to place 

great reliance on medium to long-term projections prepared by management.  The discount rate is also 

not an observable number and must be inferred from other data (usually only historical).  None of this data 

is particularly reliable so estimates of the discount rate necessarily involve a substantial element of 

judgment.  In addition, even where cash flow forecasts are available the terminal or continuing value is 

usually a high proportion of value.  Accordingly, the multiple used in assessing this terminal value 

becomes the critical determinant in the valuation (i.e. it is a “de facto” cash flow capitalisation valuation).  

The net present value is typically extremely sensitive to relatively small changes in underlying assumptions, 

few of which are capable of being predicted with accuracy, particularly beyond the first two or three 

years.  The arbitrary assumptions that need to be made and the width of any value range mean the 

results are often not meaningful or reliable.  Notwithstanding these limitations, DCF valuations are 

commonly used and can at least play a role in providing a check on alternative methodologies, not least 

because explicit and relatively detailed assumptions need to be made as to the expected future 

performance of the business operations.   

 

Realisation of Assets 

Valuations based on an estimate of the aggregate proceeds from an orderly realisation of assets are 

commonly applied to businesses that are not going concerns.  They effectively reflect liquidation values 

and typically attribute no value to any goodwill associated with ongoing trading.  Such an approach is not 

appropriate in the case of NZFS, as it clearly represents the scenario that is likely to occur if NZFS cannot 

secure all the funding desires. 

 

Industry Rules of Thumb 

Industry rules of thumb are commonly used in some industries.  These are generally used by a valuer as a 

“cross check” of the result determined by a capitalised earnings valuation or by discounting cash flows, 

but in some industries rules of thumb can be the primary basis on which buyers determine prices.  Grant 

Samuel is not aware of any commonly used rules of thumb that would be appropriate to value NZFS. 
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6.3 Discounted Cash Flow Valuation 

Grant Samuel has adopted a discounted cashflow valuation as its preferred approach as NZFS has a 

detailed financial model available and the range of assumptions can be referenced against industry data.  

The discounted cashflow approach also allows Grant Samuel to demonstrate to NZFS shareholders the 

degree of sensitivity the valuation has to key assumptions such as global dairy prices, production volumes 

and foreign exchange rates.  

 

NZFS provided Grant Samuel with a thirteen year financial model that was used for business planning 

purposes and capital raising.  A thirteen year horizon was necessary to adequately capture the potential 

value of NZFS operating at a steady state for a reasonable period of time.   

 

Grant Samuel has reviewed the underlying assumptions of the NZFS model and when deemed 

appropriate adjusted these assumptions.  The following points provide an overview of the key 

considerations and adjustments made by Grant Samuel to derive the NZFS valuation: 

 

Milk production forecasts 

A key driver of the projections in each year is the assumed milk production level, measured in litres per 

day.  The projected operational performance of NZFS (albeit some five years in the future) is in some 

cases projected to exceed the average performance currently being achieved by New Zealand dairy 

farms.  The following table provides a high level comparison of NZFS’s forecast FY2016 performance 

against New Zealand and South Island averages in 2009.  FY2016 is considered an appropriate reference 

year because it represents the first year when the NZFS network is forecast to be completely developed 

and operating at a steady state. 

 

NZFS – Comparison of NZFS’s forecast performance in FY2016 to NZ dairy averages in 2009  

 NZFS NZ South Island 

Milk solids % 8.0% 8.4% 8.3% 

Milk solids per hectare 965  921  1,018 

Kg Milk solids/cow milked 360   323  355 

Litres per cow milked  4,510  4,043  4,473 

Litres per cow/day  16.4  15.2 16.9 

Days in milk 275 266 264 

Source: LIC and Dairy NZ : New Zealand Dairy Statistics and Season herd test averages by LIC region 2008/2009.  

 

Over the last 12 months, NZFS’s top performing farm, Monasterio 3 in the Eastern Region, produced 667 

kg of milk solids per hectare while all farms averaged 421kg of milk solids per hectare.  To achieve the 

FY2016 volume forecast on average, milk production will need to increase by 129%2.  NZFS’s plans 

include a significant increase in the number of milking cows and effective dairy land, improved 

management expertise, irrigation, application of fertiliser and a transition to New Zealand genetics.  The 

existing herd is genetically dominated by Holstein cows sourced from Uruguay which are less capable of 

converting high volumes of pasture into milk.  The forecast performance of NZFS is not directly 

comparable to New Zealand dairying regions for a number of reasons, but New Zealand statistics do 

provide a reasonable reference point. NZFS’s management has made comparisons with Northland in the 

past due to latitudinal similarities, however due to NZFS’s growth plan noted above the performance is 

expected to be closer to South Island averages. It is important to consider the large differences with this 

comparison, including soil type and weather conditions, especially when considering return on irrigation 

expenditure, and different time horizons.  It is also important to recognise that the NZFS model is based 

on the utilisation of 70% of its farm land for dairy which could provide additional upside if NZFS is able to 

convert a large portion of the remaining land into effective dairy land. 

                                                                        

2
 
This includes farms that are currently undeveloped. The top performing farm, Monasterio  3 is required to increase productivity by 45%.
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Grant Samuel considers that a degree of conservatism should be applied to the NZFS projections. For 

the purpose of the valuation Grant Samuel has assumed a range of projections, reflecting 90% – 95% of 

the level of milk production projected by NZFS.  These assumptions result in the following revised 

production statistics for NZFS for FY2016: 

 

Grant Samuel Revised Projections FY2016 

% of Base Production 90% 95% 

Milk solids % 8.0% 8.0% 

Milk solids per hectare 868 917 

Kg Milk solids/cow milked 324 342 

Litres per cow milked 4,059 4,258 

Litres per cow/day 14.8 15.6 

Days in milk 275 275 

 

The milk price per litre 

The most sensitive assumption in the valuation is the milk price received by NZFS.  Analysis of the 

historical price being received by NZFS for milk and the average Whole Milk Powder (WMP) price on 

Fonterra's auction platform global Dairy Trade (gDT), not surprisingly, shows a close correlation.  

Accordingly, Grant Samuel has estimated the prevailing milk price being paid to NZFS having had regard 

to limited publicly available information on WMP prices.  For the purposes of valuation Grant Samuel has 

used US$0.29 in the valuation. 

The following table provides a range of NZD share prices based on various milk price assumptions and 

shows the sensitivity of the valuation to the milk price received by NZFS:   

NZFS – Value per share range based on Milk Price assumptions  ($NZ cents) 

Milk price (US$) Low High 

0.250  30.5 42.9 

0.275 51.6 65.1 

0.300 73.8 88.5 

0.325 93.9 109.7 

0.350 115.7 132.7 

   

 

Uruguayan tax losses and the Project of National Interest framework 

NZFS has considerable tax losses and has recently been granted additional tax benefits by the 

Uruguayan government.  The additional benefits are in the form of income tax concessions under the 

policy framework in place to encourage investment in economic growth and employment in Uruguay (the 

Project of National Interest framework).  Grant Samuel has included the tax benefits from tax losses and 

the Project of National Interest framework within its discounted cash flow model.   

 

Pasture costs  

Once NZFS is at steady and developed state, pasture costs are forecast to represent approximately 50% 

of total farming costs or US$378 per milking cow per annum. NZFS’s management believes that there will 

be sufficient grass under the mix of irrigated and dry land and there is sufficient supplemental feed 

contained in the forecasts to support the planned stocking rate of 2.7 milk cows per hectare and 

production forecasts.  NZFS has under its current five year plan approximately 30% of its land area set 

aside for dry stock.  This is a much higher ratio than for a typical farm in New Zealand and will assist in 

achieving increased levels of milk production.  Grant Samuel has reviewed NZFS’s forecast pasture costs 
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and compared it to the NZ budget dairy model.  Based on this comparison Grant Samuel consider there 

is no requirement to make an adjustment to pasture costs.  

 

Sustainable EBITDA margins 

Grant Samuel has compared the long term EBITDA margin of NZFS with the financial data provided by 

the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry’s (MAF) monitored dairy farms while taking into consideration the 

perception that Uruguay has lower operating costs.  The following table provides a comparison of NZFS’s 

forecast performance at FY2016 (incorporating Grant Samuel’s adjustments).  It must of course be 

recognised that there are differences between the conditions in New Zealand and Uruguay.  However, as 

NZFS is implementing NZ farming methods and practices, in Grant Samuel’s opinion it is the most 

appropriate comparison.  The financial data from MAF illustrate the impact that climate and milk price 

volatility can have on farm performance.  It is unrealistic to seek  to incorporate future weather conditions 

into long-term forecasts.  When valuing NZFS using a discounted cash flow long term sustainable EBITDA 

margins are a key consideration.  If the EBITDA margin from FY2015 is adjusted to 45%, the implied value 

per share falls to NZ$0.54 - NZ$0.63. 

 

Comparison of NZFS’s financial performance at FY2016 against the top 10% of MAF 

monitored NZ farms for 2007/2008, 2008/09 and 2009/10 

 NZFS (Uruguay) Top 10% (NZ) 

 Low      High 2007/2008 2008/2009 2009/2010 

EBITDA margin % 50%     52%          59%         36%    49% 

Milk solids per hectare  868 917 1,304 1,059 1,202 

Milk production per cow  324   342  392 351 377 

Stocking rate 2.7 2.7 3.1 3.0 3.2 

      

Source: MAF: Pastoral sector overview 2009 

 

The discount rate applied to cash flows  

A 12.5% discount rate with a 2% terminal growth rate has been applied to the cash flows. Grant Samuel 

calculated a weighted average cost of capital using the capital asset pricing model (CAPM) to calculate 

the cost of equity.  CAPM is probably the most widely accepted and used methodology for determining 

the cost of equity capital. There are more sophisticated multivariate models which utilise additional risk 

factors, but these models have not achieved any significant degree of usage or acceptance in practice.  

While the theory underlying the CAPM is rigorous, the practical application is subject to very substantial 

shortcomings and limitations.  Results from application of the CAPM model should only be regarded as a 

general guide. There is a tendency to regard the discount rates calculated using CAPM as inviolate.  

There are no companies that are directly comparable to NZFS that provide support for key cost of equity 

parameters. Grant Samuel has calculated the cost of equity and debt to be 14.9% and 7.2% respectively 

which translates to a 12.2% discount rate. This is based on: 

! a risk free rate of 5.34% being the ten year NZ government bond rate at 6 August 2010.  It is 

important to note that the current risk free rate is still being impacted by the global financial crisis.  

The five year average before June 2008 was 6.16%.  If that five year average was used to calculate 

the cost of equity the discount rate would increase to 12.7%;  

! an equity beta of 1.1 based on NZFS’s asset beta of 0.7 and debt to equity ratio of 35%. Grant 

Samuel believes that NZFS does not have sufficient trading history to warrant an accurate measure 

of systematic risk.  However, when compared with PGG Wrightson’s assessed beta and betas 

calculated across a large pool of food, dairy and agriculture operations across a range of 

geographies, Grant Samuel believes an equity beta of 1.1 is appropriate;  

! a market risk premium of 7% and an additional 2% risk premium to reflect country and exchange 

rate risk.  The risk premium is based on the existing yield spreads between the long term United 
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States and Uruguay (rated BB) sovereign bonds.  In Grant Samuel’s opinion a 2% risk premium is a 

fair approximation for the additional premium that investors will require to account for country and 

exchange rate; and 

! a pre tax cost of debt of 10% and an after tax cost of 7.2% using the New Zealand corporate tax 

rate of 28%.  A large portion of net debt is related to the US$30 million in Uruguay Bonds.  The cost 

of debt is usually the estimated current cost to a company of raising and maintaining its debt.  The 

existing NZFS bond has a complicated structure where the interest and principal repayments are 

based on a formula incorporating gross milk revenue and certain key input costs (with a minimum 

interest payment of 5% and a maximum of 15%). Based on Grant Samuel’s and NZFS’s 

assumptions, the effective interest rate assuming the bond is repaid on 1 January 2018 is around 

9.0%.  NZFS confirms that under a classical structure the cost of debt is close to 10%.  

 

Planned and long term capital expenditure requirements 

As outlined in section 3.3 NZFS has US$62.6 million in planned capital expenditure over the next two 

years and this has been included in the discounted cash flow. From FY2013, NZFS does not anticipate 

further significant levels of capital expenditure as all farms will be operational at an optimal level and only 

maintenance capital expenditure will be required.  NZFS will need additional equity funding before it can 

contemplate raising further debt, such as a further US$30 million issue to Uruguayan institutional 

investors. 

 

Valuation using NZFS’s management assumptions  

Set out in the following table is a comparison between a valuation of NZFS using NZFS assumptions and 

Grant Samuel’s assumptions.  This comparison illustrates the sensitivity of the valuation to relatively small 

changes to key assumptions. Shareholders need to consider the likelihood of NZFS consistently achieving 

its forecast assumptions.  One assumption in isolation may seem reasonable but in Grant Samuel’s 

opinion there is a low probability of all assumptions falling into line consistently:  

 

Bridge between Grant Samuel’s high end and a valuation using NZFS’s assumptions  

                Assumptions Valuation Impact 

 NZFS Grant Samuel ($NZ cents) 

Valuation under NZFS’s assumptions    116.8 

Discount rate 12.15% 12.5% (6.3) 

Terminal growth 0% 2% 11.0 

Foreign exchange (NZD: USD) US$0.70 US$0.705 (0.9) 

Milk Price US$0.32 US$0.29 (27.2) 

Milk volumes 100% 95% (14.3) 

Grant Samuel valuation   79.2 
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7. Merits of the Olam Offer 
 

7.1 Value of the Olam Offer 

The Olam Offer of NZ$0.55 per share is below Grant Samuel’s valuation range of NZ$0.65 - 

$0.79.  We note that: 

! NZFS has an urgent need to raise US$62 million over the next two years.  The Olam Offer could be 

considered to be opportunistic, recognising NZFS’s need for a substantial injection of funds and only 

limited options available.  Shareholders need to weigh up the current uncertain future faced by NZFS 

against an offer that could be considered sub-optimal from a value perspective.  NZFS is forecasting 

strong growth in revenues and an increase in earnings.  The expectation of an improved 

performance must be matched against the urgent need to raise significant funds to complete the 

farm development plan and the historical performance.   

! Shareholders may choose to not accept the Olam Offer unless Olam increases the price. Olam has 

stated it won’t make another offer before 31 March 2011 if the Olam Offer is made unconditional.  

Olam already holds 18.4% of the issued capital of NZFS which demonstrates a degree of 

commitment to the company.  NZFS’s second largest shareholder, PGG Wrightson, has accepted 

the NZ$0.55 offer price, Olam may see no reason to pay a higher price as it now has nearly 30% of 

the shares locked up, making it more difficult for the competing UAG Offer to succeed.  Olam 

understandably has given no indication of its intention to pay a higher price; 

! in Grant Samuel’s opinion Olam can afford to pay a higher price.  At the current Olam Offer price it is 

unlikely that Olam will be successful in achieving 100% ownership and, in Grant Samuel’s opinion, 

will struggle at the current offer price to get to the minimum 50.1% ownership, particularly given the 

emergence of a competing higher offer from UAG; 

! the Olam Offer represents a premium of approximately 35% relative to the closing price of NZ$0.41 

per share on 18 July 2010, being the day prior to Olam's takeover offer.  The premium for control is 

consistent with the premiums for control generally observed in successful takeovers of other listed 

companies; 

! in Grant Samuel’s opinion the Five Year Business Plan of NZFS is aggressive and will be a challenge 

to achieve.  The individual assumptions on their own appear reasonable, when referenced to New 

Zealand performance, but collectively they produce a significant improvement in earnings year on 

year to a point where the measures of performance such as litres of milk per cow, and kgms per 

cow exceed that of the current New Zealand average.  Further, the assumptions do not take into 

account climatic influences on annual production and the different soil types and climate across the 

49 farms; and 

! shareholders who believe that the Olam Offer price is too low, but also see benefit in a strong 

committed cornerstone shareholder such as Olam, may wish to delay their acceptance until late in 

the offer period.  Under the Takeovers Code the Olam Offer must be open for a minimum of 30 days 

and a maximum of 90 days.  If the Olam Offer period is to be extended beyond the original closing 

date of 24 September 2010 stipulated in the Offer Document, Olam must give 14 days notice of its 

intention to extend the offer period.  There is no need to decide whether to accept the Olam Offer 

until the last 14 days of the Olam Offer period.  Once within the last 14 days of the Olam Offer 

period, Olam cannot extend the Olam Offer time to accept.  Olam is required to advise the market of 

the level of acceptances.  As noted elsewhere, shareholders may elect to sell only a part of their 

shareholding and use the proceeds to participate in an expected, but not assured, rights issue at a 

discount to the prevailing share price.  There is no compelling reason to accept the Olam Offer early 

but good reasons to delay acceptance to give Olam an incentive to increase its offer to at least 
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match or better the indicated UAG Offer price of NZ$0.60 and for an alternative offer to be 

potentially made by another party. 

 

7.2 Implications of the Olam Offer in terms of NZFS shares and ownership 

If the Olam Offer is successful then NZFS will either remain a listed company with Olam as a cornerstone 

shareholder holding at least 50.1% of voting rights, or be fully taken over by Olam.  Of the two outcomes, 

Olam securing at least 50.1% but less than 100% is the more likely, however, this is by no means 

assured, particularly in light of the higher offer from UAG.  In either of these circumstances:  

! the liquidity of NZFS shares may be affected.  NZFS is a relatively thinly traded share.  The size of the 

total public pool of shareholders will reduce if the Olam Offer is successful but the company will 

arguably have a higher profile and be seen as more stable with Olam as a cornerstone shareholder 

and as a result there may be an increased level of interest in NZFS shares.  An alternative outcome is 

for Olam to secure a relatively high shareholding from the Olam Offer and/or a subsequent rights 

issue, which would reduce the liquidity and attractiveness of an investment in NZFS shares to 

institutional shareholders, depressing the share price; 

! if the Olam Offer is successful Olam will not be able to acquire any further shares in NZFS during the 

next 12 months, without making a further partial or full takeover offer for NZFS or without the prior 

approval of NZFS shareholders.  After 12 months it can acquire an additional 5% each year without 

the need for a formal offer.  Olam has stated it will not make a further takeover offer for NZFS for a 

price higher than the price paid under the Olam Offer prior to 31 March 2011.  By making this 

statement, Olam cannot make another offer until April 2011.  Rule 64 of the Takeover Code prohibits 

misleading and deceptive conduct and accordingly the Panel would hold Olam to its commitment to 

not make another offer until April 2011.  It is possible that Olam may choose to increase the price 

under the current Olam Offer before it closes, particularly in light of the UAG Offer.  If this occurs all 

shareholders will receive the higher price regardless of whether they accepted the original offer; 

! the attraction of NZFS as a takeover target is likely to be diminished while Olam owns at least a 

50.1% shareholding.  For any subsequent takeover offer for 100% of the company from another 

party to be successful would require Olam to sell its shareholding in NZFS to the offerer.   Takeovers 

are an important mechanism by which shareholders can realise value in excess of sharemarket 

prices as bidders will typically pay a premium to acquire control.  Impediments to a takeover are 

generally negative for shareholders in as much as they remove or lessen the impact on share prices 

of potential takeovers; 

! if Olam is not successful in securing sufficient acceptances to take its shareholding in NZFS to 

50.1% it will remain as an 18.4% shareholder.  This level of shareholding would be an impediment to 

a full takeover from another party, but not a partial offer.  It would also be insufficient to block 

shareholder approval of a substantial placement to another party.  Olam itself may choose to accept 

the UAG Offer, increasing the likelihood of a successful outcome for UAG; 

! if Olam is successful in securing at least 50.1% of the shares in NZFS it can be expected that 

NZFS’s share price will be rerated.  The extent of any rerating will be dependent upon NZFS raising 

the necessary funding and being able to demonstrate improved milk production in the 2011 and 

subsequent seasons; 

! in the event the Olam and UAG Offers lapse and no other party comes forward with an alternative 

offer or proposal, the NZFS share price will come under pressure particularly in light of the 

substantial funding requirement.  As already noted UAG has given notice of intentions to make an 

offer and one other party is considering making an offer; and 

! the compulsory acquisition provisions of the Takeovers Code come into effect where the dominant 

owner reaches ownership or control of 90% of all the voting securities on issue.  If Olam receives 

sufficient acceptances of the Olam Offer to increase its shareholding to 90% or more it must, as 

stated in clause 11 of the Appendix to the Olam Offer Document, compulsorily acquire any 

outstanding NZFS shares. 
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7.3 Implications of the Olam Offer for NZFS 

If the Olam Offer becomes unconditional there will be a number of implications for NZFS: 

! it is generally accepted that a shareholding of around 40% or greater in a widely held public listed 

company would give that holder control.  While NZFS is not a widely held public company, with top 

100 shareholders holding 82% of the shares, a shareholding of at least 50% will afford a significant 

level of control; 

! Olam will seek to appoint new directors to the Board of NZFS.  Olam could be reasonably expected 

to have a majority on the Board; 

! NZFS will secure a financially strong, long term cornerstone shareholder.  At present NZFS does not 

have a cornerstone investor.  Currently the two largest shareholders are PGG Wrightson (11.45%) 

and Olam (18.45%).  While these shareholders are both supportive of NZFS, neither can be 

regarded as cornerstone investors at their existing levels of shareholding.  Olam’s increased 

shareholding should provide stability to the share register.  Olam has stated that it would be a long 

term investor which seeks to add value to NZFS.  Olam is a substantial operator in the supply chain 

management of agricultural products and food ingredients.  Since 2003 Olam has become a major 

trader in dairy products.  Initially it restricted its trading to milk powder but has expanded the range 

of products into butter, anhydrous milk fat and cheese.  Olam with a controlling shareholding will 

provide strategic direction for the company and it has stated that it has the financial resources to 

fund the required investment, either through equity or a combination of debt and equity; 

! it is possible that Conaprole, the company that purchases all of NZFS’s output would see Olam as a 

potential threat should Olam either on its own or in joint venture establish a milk processing plant.  

However, Olam is understood to have no immediate plans to invest in processing capacity in 

Uruguay; and 

! it can be expected that, if Olam becomes the holder of at least 50.1% (but less than 100%) of the 

capital of NZFS, it will seek to raise the maximum amount of the required funding by way of an 

underwritten rights issue.  Olam has stated in its offer to shareholders that “given NZFS’s 

performance history and current financial situation, equity is a more appropriate source of funding as 

compared to additional debt”.  Shareholders may wish to consider selling a proportion of their 

shareholding into the Olam Offer and using the proceeds to take up the rights under a cash issue 

which will in all likelihood be priced below the Olam Offer price of NZ$0.55.  The size, price and even 

the fact of a cash issue is not certain.  In Grant Samuel’s opinion there is a high probability of a cash 

issue in the event Olam secures control.  It is reasonable to expect that Olam would be an 

underwriter for any rights issue.  If its percentage ownership of the voting shares increases as a 

result of the take up of shares under any underwrite, the increased ownership level would need to be 

approved by shareholders. 

 

7.4 Other merits of the Olam Offer 

In assessing the other merits of the Olam Offer Grant Samuel considered the following factors: 

! PGG Wrightson is the Manager of NZFS and based on its knowledge of NZFS has agreed to sell at 

the Olam Offer price of NZ$0.55 per share and has already accepted the Olam Offer for its 11.5% 

shareholding.  It is arguable that PGG Wrightson “supports” the Olam Offer as from its perspective a 

clean sale of all of its shareholding may be preferable to selling through the open market and 

depressing the share price or alternatively retaining its shareholding and being required to participate 

in a relatively large cash issue so as to not be diluted.  PGG Wrightson is acting in its own best 

interests and it would be wrong to suggest that its acceptance of the Olam Offer is indicative of a 

view on the part of PGG Wrightson that the Olam Offer is necessarily in the best interests of all NZFS 

shareholders. 
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! on 16 August 2010 UAG gave notice of intention to make an offer to acquire all of the shares in 

NZFS at a price of NZ$0.60 per share.  The UAG Offer will be conditional upon UAG taking its 

current level of shareholding (1.65%) to more than 50%; 

! UAG is an agricultural investment company based in Uruguay.  UAG has conducted due diligence 

on NZFS; 

! the UAG Offer is higher than the Olam Offer.  It is likely but not certain that Olam will match or better 

the UAG Offer; 

! alternatively, but less likely at NZ$0.60 per share, Olam could accept the UAG Offer, but given its 

18.4% shareholding and that it effectively controls the ownership of the PGG Wrightson 

shareholding it may seek to use that level of shareholding to extract a higher offer price from UAG; 

! in Grant Samuel’s opinion, UAG will not be successful in its bid to get to a minimum shareholding of 

more than 50% unless it is able to secure the Olam and by default PGG Wrightson combined 

shareholding of nearly 30%; 

! Grant Samuel understands that a third party is in the final stages of conducting due diligence and 

negotiating terms of a possible investment of fresh capital.  Grant Samuel understands that the 

investor would be a passive investor and unlike Olam and UAG would not seek control of NZFS; 

! if NZFS is to secure the proposed new equity it would, in Grant Samuel’s opinion, be in a position to 

raise debt for the balance of the proposed capital expenditure plan; 

! the issue of shares to the third party will require shareholder approval under the NZX Listing Rules.  

As a result, the issue of shares could proceed.  Both the Olam and UAG Offers have conditions 

which would allow them to terminate the offer if new shares are issued, which is not operative if 

shareholders are required to approve the issue.  Put simply, neither of the offers can be withdrawn 

because of the shareholders’ vote to issue shares to another party; 

! Grant Samuel believes that the presence of one and possibly two new parties willing to invest in 

NZFS will result in an increased offer price.  Exactly how events will unfold is unclear.  The last date 

for accepting the Olam Offer is 24 September 2010 and currently based on the takeover notice is 29 

October 2010 for the UAG Offer.  Both offers can be extended, provided 14 days notice base on the 

takeover notice is given. 

 

As with any equity investment there are risks and opportunities associated with the market in which the 

company operates.  The risks and opportunities associated with an investment in NZFS include: 

 

Opportunities for the NZFS Business 

To date NZFS has underperformed its own forecasts and the challenge is to significantly increase milk 

productions through both better farm management and capital expenditure.  NZFS will only be able to 

capitalise on the opportunities facing the business once the immediate need to fund US$62 million has 

been addressed.  Assuming this takes place (recognising that there is significant uncertainty) NZFM 

should: 

! become self funding and eventually be in a position to make distributions to shareholders in addition 

to repaying the US$30 million of bonds to Uruguayan institutions.  The bonds are a relatively 

expensive form of funding particularly at current milk prices as the interest rate is linked to both milk 

prices and input costs; and 

! be able to finish the planned development of its dairy farm network.  On completion NZFS will be the 

biggest dairy farm operator in Uruguay producing approximately 16% of the country’s milk, and 

should be able to generate strong cashflows from its substantial investment in dairy farms.  All 

agricultural businesses are subject to the vagaries of climate and commodity prices and it can be 

expected that NZFS will continue to experience significant variations in its earnings and cashflows. 
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Risks of the NZFS Business 

NZFS faces the immediate risk of not raising the required capital: 

! NZFS has underperformed since its inception.  Although the impact of the global financial crisis 

could have not been foreseen, its impact on dairy price was in fact only short term.  NZFS’s current 

funding shortfall stems largely from the decision to expand the land acquisition plan dramatically in 

2007 and to underestimate the difficulties in completing the “NZ System” in a foreign country with 

limited specialist technical advice available.  NZFS initially failed to put on the ground sufficient 

experienced management capable of adapting the NZ System to the very different conditions 

prevailing in Uruguay.  NZFS needs one or more of the capital raising initiatives to be implemented, 

or its viability will come into question.  In the absence of suitable funding, NZFS will have to continue 

to sell land; and 

! NZFS has been conducting discussions with a range of parties to find a cornerstone investor, a role 

which PGG Wrightson appears now unwilling or unable to undertake.  At present NZFS is in a 

position where it must raise US$62 million to complete the conversion of its land in Uruguay into 49 

large, modern dairy units.  With only a very limited ability to increase debt (without further equity) 

NZFS will be faced with undertaking a rights issue to existing shareholders with no certainty of 

success or finding a financially strong cornerstone shareholder prepared to support the company 

either by way of undertaking a cash issue or a combination of a cash issue and some form of 

shareholder loan.  In Grant Samuel’s opinion further bank debt will be not forthcoming until NZFS 

can demonstrate a history of positive operating cash flows and increased equity.  The forecast 

capital expenditure for the 2011 financial year totalling US$30 million would be the minimum that 

must be raised with equity.  The current market capitalisation of NZFS is NZ$153.9 million.  In the 

event of a cash issue to raise US$30 million, existing shareholders of NZFS are likely to need to 

outlay approximately NZ$170 for every 1,000 shares held, on the basis of an assumed NZ$0.40 

issue price.  If the full amount of the capital expenditure is to be funded by equity, shareholders 

would need to outlay NZ$350 for every 1,000 shares.  A holding of 1,000 shares in NZFS has a 

current market value of NZ$630. 

Other risks inherent in the business include: 

! dairy commodity prices – these can be expected to fluctuate; 

! foreign exchange risks – being a New Zealand domiciled company with all of its assets valued in US 

dollars, certain operating costs in Uruguayan pesos and revenues reflective of movements in US 

dollar denominated commodity prices, shares in NZFS can be expected to be more susceptible to 

foreign exchange movements than the majority of stocks listed on NZX; 

! the Uruguayan climate – NZFS has already in a short period of time experienced one major drought 

which had a severe impact, particularly as at the time it had only a very small amount of land under 

irrigation.  Climate will continue to impact on the results of NZFS; 

! when development is completed, NZFS will be a very large farming business and dependent on the 

quality of its many farm managers.  The ramifications of poor decision making in farming can have 

effects beyond one season.  NZFS has recently employed three New Zealand adviser managers to 

assist and supervise farm managers, in order to produce more consistent results; 

! it has become apparent that the “New Zealand model” needs to be adapted to suit local Uruguayan 

conditions.  To date the model has not proved itself with production at the longest held farms still 

well below forecast levels.  For example New Zealand rye grasses are not coping on un-irrigated 

land with the high temperatures experienced in summer and NZFS has only limited experience to 

date with the carnitine grass types such as Fescue.  The Holstein cow breed requires higher levels of 

supplements than the Friesian.  It will take at least 5 years to convert the herds to a predominant 

Friesian cross breed.  The New Zealand farming model is based on a vast body of knowledge built 

up over many years and readily accessible by all farmers.  Only limited knowledge of the New 

Zealand model exists in Uruguay and as a result NZFS is learning the hard way; 
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! NZFS supplies all of its milk across its network to Conaprole, a dairy co-operative.  Conaprole 

accounts for 70% of the Uruguayan milk processing capacity and is widely considered the strongest 

financially.  NZFS is already the largest supplier of milk to Conaprole.  However Conaprole will be 

alert to the presence of Olam as the cornerstone shareholder of NZFS.  Provided that Olam does not 

express desire to commence development of or acquire milk processing facilities in Uruguay, the 

NZFS/Conaprole supplier/processor relationship is likely to be preserved; and 

! Olam has indicated that it intends to review farm development expenditure.  This review has the 

potential to delay critical expenditure, in particular on pasture development, further delaying the 

increase in production necessary to produce adequate returns on investment. 

 

7.5 Acceptance or Rejection of the Proposed Transaction 

Acceptance or rejection of the Proposed Transaction is a matter for individual shareholders based on their 

own view as to value and future market conditions, risk profile, liquidity preference, portfolio strategy, tax 

position and other factors.  In particular, taxation consequences will vary widely across shareholders.  

Shareholders will need to consider these consequences and, if appropriate, consult their own 

professional adviser(s). 
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8. Qualifications, Declarations & Consents 
 

8.1 Qualifications 

The Grant Samuel group of companies provides corporate advisory services (in relation to mergers and 

acquisitions, capital raisings, corporate restructuring and financial matters generally), property advisory 

services and manages private equity and property development funds.  One of the primary activities of 

Grant Samuel is the preparation of corporate and business valuations and the provision of independent 

advice and expert’s reports in connection with mergers and acquisitions, takeovers and capital 

reconstructions.  Since inception in 1988, Grant Samuel and its related companies have prepared more 

than 400 public expert and appraisal reports. 

 

The persons responsible for preparing this report on behalf of Grant Samuel are Michael Lorimer, BCA, 

Simon Cotter, BCom, MAppFin, F Fin, John Mandeno BCom, and Christopher Smith, BCom, PGDipFin, 

DipAppFin.  Each has a significant number of years of experience in relevant corporate advisory matters.  

 

8.2 Limitations and Reliance on Information 

Grant Samuel’s opinion is based on economic, market and other conditions prevailing at the date of this 

report.  Such conditions can change significantly over relatively short periods of time.  The report is based 

upon financial and other information provided by the directors, management and advisers of NZFS.  Grant 

Samuel has considered and relied upon this information.  Grant Samuel believes that the information 

provided was reliable, complete and not misleading and has no reason to believe that any material facts 

have been withheld. 

 

The information provided has been evaluated through analysis, enquiry, and review for the purposes of 

forming an opinion as to the underlying value of NZFS and the merits of the Proposed Transaction.  

However in such assignments time is limited and Grant Samuel does not warrant that these inquiries have 

identified or verified all of the matters which an audit, extensive examination or “due diligence” 

investigation might disclose. 

 

The time constraints imposed by the Takeovers Code are tight.  This timeframe restricts the ability to 

undertake a detailed investigation of NZFS.  In any event, an analysis of the merits of the Proposed 

Transaction is in the nature of an overall opinion rather than an audit or detailed investigation.  Grant 

Samuel has not undertaken a due diligence investigation of NZFS.  In addition, preparation of this report 

does not imply that Grant Samuel has audited in any way the management accounts or other records of 

NZFS.  It is understood that, where appropriate, the accounting information provided to Grant Samuel 

was prepared in accordance with generally accepted accounting practice and in a manner consistent 

with methods of accounting used in previous years. 

 

An important part of the information base used in forming an opinion of the kind expressed in this report 

is the opinions and judgement of the management of the relevant enterprise.  That information was also 

evaluated through analysis, enquiry and review to the extent practicable.  However, it must be recognised 

that such information is not always capable of external verification or validation. 

 

The information provided to Grant Samuel included projections of future revenues, expenditures, profits 

and cashflows of NZFS prepared by the management of NSZ.  Grant Samuel has used these projections 

for the purpose of its analysis.  Grant Samuel has assumed that these projections were prepared 

accurately, fairly and honestly based on information available to management at the time and within the 

practical constraints and limitations of such projections.  It is assumed that the projections do not reflect 

any material bias, either positive or negative.  Grant Samuel has no reason to believe otherwise. 
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However, Grant Samuel in no way guarantees or otherwise warrants the achievability of the projections of 

future profits and cashflows for NZFS.  Projections are inherently uncertain.  Projections are predictions of 

future events that cannot be assured and are necessarily based on assumptions, many of which are 

beyond the control of management.  The actual future results may be significantly more or less 

favourable. 

 

To the extent that there are legal issues relating to assets, properties, or business interests or issues 

relating to compliance with applicable laws, regulations, and policies, Grant Samuel assumes no 

responsibility and offers no legal opinion or interpretation on any issue.  In forming its opinion, Grant 

Samuel has assumed, except as specifically advised to it, that: 

 

! the title to all such assets, properties, or business interests purportedly owned by NZFS is good and 

marketable in all material respects, and there are no material adverse interests, encumbrances, 

engineering, environmental, zoning, planning or related issues associated with these interests, and 

that the subject assets, properties, or business interests are free and clear of any and all material 

liens, encumbrances or encroachments; 

! there is compliance in all material respects with all applicable national and local regulations and laws, 

as well as the policies of all applicable regulators other than as publicly disclosed, and that all 

required licences, rights, consents, or legislative or administrative authorities from any government, 

private entity, regulatory agency or organisation have been or can be obtained or renewed for the 

operation of the business of NZFS, other than as publicly disclosed; 

! various contracts in place and their respective contractual terms will continue and will not be 

materially and adversely influenced by potential changes in control; and 

! there are no material legal proceedings regarding the business, assets or affairs of NZFS, other than 

as publicly disclosed. 

 

8.3 Disclaimers 

It is not intended that this report should be used or relied upon for any purpose other than as an 

expression of Grant Samuel’s opinion as to the merits of the Proposed Transaction.  Grant Samuel 

expressly disclaims any liability to any NZFS security holder who relies or purports to rely on the report for 

any other purpose and to any other party who relies or purports to rely on the report for any purpose 

whatsoever. 

 

This report has been prepared by Grant Samuel with care and diligence and the statements and opinions 

given by Grant Samuel in this report are given in good faith and in the belief on reasonable grounds that 

such statements and opinions are correct and not misleading.  However, no responsibility is accepted by 

Grant Samuel or any of its officers or employees for errors or omissions however arising in the preparation 

of this report, provided that this shall not absolve Grant Samuel from liability arising from an opinion 

expressed recklessly or in bad faith. 

 

Grant Samuel has had no involvement in the preparation of the Target Company Statement issued by 

NZFS and has not verified or approved any of the contents of the Target Company Statement.  Grant 

Samuel does not accept any responsibility for the contents of the Target Company Statement (except for 

this report). 

 

8.4 Independence  

Grant Samuel and its related entities do not have any shareholding in or other relationship or conflict of 

interest with NZFS or Olam  that could affect its ability to provide an unbiased opinion in relation to the 

Proposed Transaction.  Grant Samuel had no part in the formulation of the Proposed Transaction.  Its 

only role has been the preparation of this report.  Grant Samuel will receive a fixed fee for the preparation 
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of this report.  This fee is not contingent on the outcome of the Proposed Transaction.  Grant Samuel will 

receive no other benefit for the preparation of this report.  Grant Samuel considers itself to be 

independent for the purposes of the Takeovers Code.  

 

8.5 Information 

Grant Samuel has obtained all the information that it believes is desirable for the purposes of preparing 

this report, including all relevant information which is or should have been known to any Director of NZFS 

and made available to the Directors.  Grant Samuel confirms that in its opinion the information provided 

by NZFS and contained within this report is sufficient to enable NZFS security holders to understand all 

relevant factors and make an informed decision in respect of the Proposed Transaction.  The following 

information was used and relied upon in preparing this report: 

 

Publicly Available Information 

! NZFS’s Annual Reports 2008 and 2009; 

! NZFS’s Management Agreement with PGG Wrightson;  

! 2006 Investment Statement/ Prospectus; 

! 2007 Investment Statement/ Prospectus; 

! 2009 Uruguay Bond Prospectus; 

! Broker Reports; 

! NZFS Fitch Report on Uruguay Bond Issue; 

! NZFS’s investor presentations; 

! NZ Dairy Statistics 2008 – 2009; 

! FAPRI 2010 Agriculture Outlook; and 

! MAF Pastoral Sector Overview 2008 and 2009. 

 

Non Public Information 

! NZFS’s Financial Statements 2010; 

! NZFS’s Five Year Business Plan FY 2011 – FY 2015; 

! NZFS’s Five Year Financial Model; 

! Ernst and Young tax advice to NZFS; 

! NZFS’s Board Papers over the last 12 months; 

! NZFS production statistics and performance by farm and month for FY 2009 and FY 2010; 

! Olam’s due diligence report on NZFS’s farm resources (i.e. pasture, milking area, cow numbers and 

costs); and 

! NZFS’s response to Olam’s due diligence report and supporting documents. 

 

8.6 Declarations 

NZFS has agreed that it will indemnify Grant Samuel and its employees and officers in respect of any 

liability suffered or incurred as a result of or in connection with the preparation of the report.  This 

indemnity will not apply in respect of the proportion of any liability found by a Court to be primarily caused 

by any conduct involving gross negligence or wilful misconduct by Grant Samuel.  NZFS has also agreed 

to indemnify Grant Samuel and its employees and officers for time spent and reasonable legal costs and 

expenses incurred in relation to any inquiry or proceeding initiated by any person.  Where Grant Samuel 

or its employees and officers are found to have been grossly negligent or engaged in wilful misconduct 
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Grant Samuel shall bear the proportion of such costs caused by its action.  Any claims by NZFS are 

limited to an amount equal to the fees paid to Grant Samuel. 

 

Advance drafts of this report were provided to the directors and executive management of NZFS.  Certain 

changes were made to the drafting of the report as a result of the circulation of the draft report.  There 

was no alteration to the methodology, evaluation or conclusions as a result of issuing the drafts. 

 

8.7 Consents  

Grant Samuel consents to the issuing of this report in the form and context in which it is to be included in 

the Target Company Statement to be sent to security holders of NZFS.  Neither the whole nor any part of 

this report nor any reference thereto may be included in any other document without the prior written 

consent of Grant Samuel as to the form and context in which it appears. 

 

 

GRANT SAMUEL & ASSOCIATES LIMITED 

20 August 2010 
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